
Etac Prio
A comfort wheelchair  
with unique innovations.



Etac Prio – dynamic comfort 
By changing seat and back angles and adjusting the elevating leg supports, you can 
vary body position and pressure points, which is important for seating comfort. But 
the Etac Prio achieves more than this through it's dynamic features. 

When the back is reclined, the dynamic 
pelvic support releases the tension, giving 
the user a relaxed reclined position. The head 
support follows the same dynamic principle: 
It moves slightly backwards when raising the 
wheelchair user to an upright position, which 
gives the user freedom to move the head. 

Thanks to the Comfort Tilt Lock, there is 
no risk in unintentionally leaving the user 
in too upright a position as the tilt lock 
automatically stops the tilt at a pre set angle, 
ensuring a relaxed and safe position. 
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Dynamic Pelvic Support 
This unique function offers both stability in an upright position and comfort when 
reclined. This is how it works: 

When the back support 
is brought to an upright 
position, the Dynamic Pelvic 
Support retightens the tension 
and gives a firm support. 

When the back support is 
reclined, the tension in the 
pelvic strap is automatically 
released, letting the 
wheelchair user sink back. 

Comfort Tilt Lock
When bringing the wheelchair user to an upright 
position, the Comfort Tilt Lock will stop the tilt in 
a comfortable, slightly reclined position. To adjust 
the tilt angle further upright, just press the tilt 
lever again and give a little push. 

The Comfort Tilt Lock can be set at 0°, 4°, 8°  
or 12° tilt.

The Dynamic Head Support gives 
comfort in all positions. It moves 
slightly back when sitting upright, 
to avoid pushing the head forward. 
Super soft, it also allows the head 
to sink into the cushion.

Foot brake
Easy to manoeuvre for the 
attendant person, also 
equipped with a user brake 
lever. Available with 16"  
rear wheels.

Seat depth adjustment
The seat depth is adjusted with 
the back support, which means 
that the foot support in relation 
to the seat is not affected.

Platform foot support
The platform foot support allows 
freedom to move the feet.

Tilt lever
The tilt function is soft, 
controlled and safe. It is also 
possible for the attendant 
person to tilt standing beside 
the wheelchair. 

Innovations

More smart improvements

Dynamic Head Support

The smart head support 
attachment ensures the same 
height adjustment every time it is 
removed and reattached. 
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Features and options

 

Seat cushion
Standard foam cushion. Cover: hygiene or 
plush.

Seat cushion comfort
Adjustable at rear with memory foam. 
Thigh troughs. Cover: hygiene or plush.

Arm support
Height and depth adjustable. Detachable.

Back support cushion basic
Padded, attached with zippers.  
Cover: hygiene or plush.

Back support cushion comfort
Padded, attached with zippers. Additional 
side and lumbar support. Cover: hygiene 
or plush.

Back support upholstery standard
With 5 adjustable Velcro straps and 
Dynamic Pelvic Support.

Back support upholstery comfort
With 5 adjustable Velcro straps and 
Dynamic Pelvic Support. Height adjustable 
pelvic support strap.

Bow handle
Height adjustable. Detachable.

Bow handle adjustable
Height and angle adjustable. Detachable.

Dynamic Head Support soft, narrow
Height adjustable, soft, width: 31 cm. 
Cover: hygiene or plush.

Dynamic Head Support soft, wide
Height adjustable, soft width: 37 cm.
Cover: hygiene or plush.

Dynamic Head Support, soft comfort
Height adjustable, soft. Wide with wings 
for more comfort. Width: 41 cm.  
Cover: hygiene or plush.

Traditional head support 
Including brace angled at 45º, 90º or swan 
neck. Adjustable in height, depth and 
angle. Order attachment separately, see 
accessories.  
Cover: Plush.

Foot brake
Only in combination with 16" wheels. 
Equipped with user brake lever, shown 
below.

Foot brake – user brake handle 
The foot brake above is equipped with a 
user brake handle.

Brake
Adjustable for all drive wheel sizes and 
positions.

User brake with angled handle
Provides a larger gripping surface.
Available in black or red.

User brake with extension handle
The brake lever can be angled forward to 
facilitate sideway transfers.
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Push handle
Height adjustable and detachable. 
With sliding stop. 

Leg support, fixed angle
Swing-away and detachable.  
With knee pad.

Elevating leg support
Swing-away and detachable with flip-up 
calf support, adjustable in height and 
depth. Cover: hygiene.

Foot support large
Flip-up. Adjustable in height and angle.

Foot support
Flip-up. Adjustable in height and angle. 
Standard or long attachment tube.

Foot support extension
21 cm. Fits foot support above.

Anti-tippers
Adjustable in height. Folds in under 
the seat.

Heel strap
Adjustable in length.

Calf strap
Adjustable in length, detachable.

Platform foot support
Foldable and adjustable in height. 
Detachable, with calf strap.

Castor wheel
6" or 8".

Rear wheel
16", 20", 22" or 24" rear wheel.  
Solid tyres. Quick release hub.

It is possible for the attendant person 
to tilt standing beside the wheelchair. 
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Attendant brakes 
With sliding stop. 100  mm between handle 
grip and brake lever.

Trunk support
Adjustable in height and depth. Detachable. 
Cover: Dartex.

Tray
Transparent. Fits on arm support.

Attachment for traditional head 
support
Height-adjustable and removable. Available 
with straight or angled mounting.

Widening kit 
Moves each arm support 1,25 cm outwards.

Positioning belt
Two-point fixation. Several attachment 
points on the frame. 

Padding for calf strap
Provides a softer support.
Available in 20 cm (7¾"), 30 cm (11¾")
and 40 cm (15¾") lengths.

Spoke guards
In grey or yellow print.

Tool kit
Contains four ring spanners, three Allen 
keys, one socket.

Accessories

Etac Prio can be equipped with attendant brakes, 
making the handling easier for the person who 
is pushing, which in turn enhances the safety for 
both the user and the carer.
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Dimensions and weight 

Seat width Total width
Seat height  
20", 22", 24"

Seat height 16" Seat depth* Transport width Weight**
Transport 
weight***

40 cm short 59 cm 43.5-52.5 cm 45 or 47.5 cm 43–45.5–48 cm 56 cm 32.3 kg 21.7 kg 

40 cm long 59 cm 43.5-52.5 cm 45 or 47.5 cm 49–51.5–54 cm 56 cm 32.6 kg 22.0 kg

45 cm short 64 cm 43.5-52.5 cm 45 or 47.5 cm 43–45.5–48 cm 61 cm 32.6 kg 22.0 kg 

45 cm long 64 cm 43.5-52.5 cm 45 or 47.5 cm 49–51.5–54 cm 61 cm 32.9 kg 22.3 kg

50 cm short 69 cm 43.5-52.5 cm 45 or 47.5 cm 43–45.5–48 cm 66 cm 32.9 kg 22.3 kg

50 cm long 69 cm 43.5-52.5 cm 45 or 47.5 cm 49–51.5–54 cm 66 cm 33.2 kg 22.6 kg 

55 cm short 74 cm 43.5-52.5 cm 45 or 47.5 cm 43–45.5–48 cm 71 cm 33.2 kg 22.6 kg 

55 cm long 74 cm 43.5-52.5 cm 45 or 47.5 cm 49–51.5–54 cm 71 cm 33.5 kg 22.9 kg

Coral -96 Lagoon green, 
hygiene textile 

Dark grey,  
hygiene textile

Frame Colour

Facts

Cushion cover

Pearl grey -94 Dark grey,  
plush textile

Washing instructions
All covers are machine washable at 60º C. 

The seat hygiene cover is machine washable at 95º C. 
All hygiene covers are also wipeable with a wet cloth. 

All covers are labeled with washing instructions. 

* Measured from the middle of the back support cushion
** With arm supports, elevating leg supports, calf support, rear wheels, anti-tippers
*** Without arm supports, elevating leg supports, calf support, anti-tippers, rear wheels

Back support height 60 cm

Max. user weight 135 kg

Tilt angle +3° - 20°

Back support adjustable 0° - 30°

Balance positions
Etac Prio with 20”, 22” or 24” rear wheels has three 
alternative balance positions for each seat height. 
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40 years of standard-setting innovations
Swedish design and quality, with comfort and improvement in the front seat. 

Since 1973 Etac has developed and manufactured products that improve the everyday life for 
people with disabilities. Since 1981 we have also been developing wheelchairs, with several 
innovations which have set new standards. Our focus on detailed improvement, together with 
robust design have become Etac's distinguishing hallmark. Our track record in functional, innovative 
and comfortable products includes a number of Swedish and international design awards. 

Good Design  
Award

Excellent  
Swedish Design

Etac AB
Kista Science Tower
SE-164 51 Kista, Sweden
Tel +46 371 – 58 73 30
Fax +46 371 – 58 73 90
info@etac.se  www.etac.com


